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%nid%%nparlJChapter Twelve
Condolences Not in the Presence of the Mourner

A. Written Condolences

History of the Custom: Another customary way to comfort mourners is the writing of “condolence letters.” This allows people unable to visit the home of the mourner during the shiv’ah to express the need they feel to offer their condolences, owing to their closeness to the deceased or the mourner. This custom arose as early as tenth-century Babylonia, as will be described below.
There is no uniform text for these letters. The content and style vary from letter to letter, from place to place, and from era to era. Some writers intersperse their own words with biblical phrases, while others use talmudic quotations. There are those who try to provide solace to the mourner through philosophical statements, writing about the meaning of the death of man and the ways of mourning and comfort one σhhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhh�okhhok[dddc follow. 
While perusing these letters, the reader will be able to discern the different types of styles and the phrases used to express condolences among Jewish communities in different generations. These were the means to enable people to express a complete Jewish worldview of the way one should approach death.
The “condolence letter” literature 	Words of condolence were also written as the prelude to letters on various topics. It was customary to begin the letter with two or three lines of condolence and then to continue on with the other issues. We will not deal with that type of letter but only with those known to be “condolence letters,” written mainly to comfort the mourner (except for two letters: one from the eleventh century from which we learn of this custom in that period; the other written to Rabbi Moshe di Trani which is distinctive since it is an instance in which a mourning student writes condolences to his mourning rabbi). At times it is difficult to distinguish precisely between a letter dealing with lamentation and eulogy that is replete with aphorisms of condolence and a letter of condolence replete with statements of lamentation and eulogy. I wish to thank R. Y. Buchsenbaum who took the trouble to send me a list of manuscripts of condolence letters he possessed, some of which had appeared in his anthologies of letters and others which have remained in manuscript and have yet to be published. Owing to pressure of time and the scope of this volume, I chose to publish only a selection of them and will, God willing, write about them in the future. Another type of written condolences with which we will not deal is found in the literature of Lam. and eulogies. On the motifs of consolation in medieval Hebrew Lam. in Spain, see Y. Levin, Al Mavet, pp. 158–163. He indicates a number of special motifs in words of consolation found in the Hebrew Lam. of medieval Spain by Ibn Ezra, Yehuda Halevi, and Shemuel Hanagid, such as: watering the grave and the blessing for rain recited over it (secular poems, nr. 10, verses 25–26), or the motif that death is not the end but rather the separation of the soul from the body, with the soul rising on high between the seraphim and the angels (Ibid., poem nr. 29), and others. In the cross-references I have generally cited only one source from the Bible or talmudic literature. Even for some of those letters that came with cross-references, additional references have been added in the notes. as a genre with its own distinctive style has not yet been the object of research. In this chapter we only intend to make the reader aware of another way commonly used in the past, and which is still used today, to console mourners. Here we present a number of letters that have distinctive characteristics, collected from Rishonim, Aharonim, and manuscripts of anthologies of letters; we survey their content and their structure, and we indicate the sources for the quotations the writers used. The letters are presented chronologically.

In general one may say that the authors of the letters came from the culturally advanced sector of the Jewish community. Most of them were not only experts at composition and style but were pious Jews at home in the Bible, the Talmud, and other works of Jewish law as well as thoroughly knowledgeable about the attitudes and language of the Sages.


[1] a Condolence Letter from a Gaon

Author of the Letter and its Recipient — J. Mann in his Texts and Studies 	Pp. 160–161. presents the second half of this letter (from the end of the sixth tenet) and attributes it to Rabbi Samuel b. Hophni (Sura Gaon, 996–1012). In contrast to this, Rabbi S. Abramson 	BA-Merkazim u-ba-Tefuzot bi-Tekufat ha-Geonim@33c1, pp. 58–72. offers the letter in its entirety and discusses it at length, casting doubts about Mann’s attribution of R. Samuel b. Hophni as the author. He feels that the division of the letter into “inyanim” (“tenets”) befits Rav Sa’adiah Gaon (ben Joseph, head of the Sura yeshivah, 927–942). Moreover, other places in this letter use the same language as occurs in R. Saadiah’s Emunot ve-DE’ot. Abramson also points out that this is the same writing style as that of Rav Israel Gaon, the son of R. Samuel.
	In any event, Abramson is unable to totally resolve his doubt and cites support for this letter from statements by Rabbi Samuel ben Hophni. He concludes: “If Rav Saadiah Gaon is the writer of this letter, it is not surprising. But if it is R. Samuel ben Hophni who is the author, then we must say that he used the words of Rav Saadiah, and sometimes literally copied them. This is not impossible.” The author wrote this “condolence letter” to a man whose son had died. In Abramson’s view, “the son was not very young, for if that had been the case the writer would not have refrained from mentioning the tenet of ‘the death of the children’ and its explanation. We also know that Rav Saadiah Gaon and Rav Samuel ben Hophni dealt with the issue of children’s suffering and of their death in relation to the theological question treated by Muslim religious scholars.” 	Ibid., p. 61. Abramson also feels that “the recipient of the letter was not a Torah scholar but was well versed in philosophy and literature (= ethics); for that reason we see that the gaon did not quote from the Sages extensively, but put a positive slant on the need to thank God for the bad the same way we thank Him the good. Thus, this letter describes the incident of R. Johanan whose ten sons died while he was still alive. 	See Berakhot 5b. The greater part of the letter consists of quotes from biblical passages and allusions to states by the maskilim and ‘mishpat ha-sekhel.’ The maskilim referred to here were no doubt those concerned with “ethics” (adab) who devoted chapters of their works to anxiety and suffering.” 	BA-Merkazim u-ba-Tefuzot bi-Tekufat ha-Geonim, pp. 60.

Content of the Letter — This letter deals with four themes:
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